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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, MR DUNSTAN, AT STATE DINNER FOR 
DR. LIM CHONG EU. CHIEF MINISTER OF PENANG. HOTEL AUSTRALIA. 22.5.74 
Dr and Mrs Lira, Your Excellency, Your Honours, My Ministerial and 
Parliamentary Colleagues, Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen; 
In a sense we're all here tonight by accident - a happy accident of 
history. Both our States owe much to the energetic Light family. 
Captain Francis busied himself with the design of George Town and 
his son, Colonel William, laid out Adelaide. 
That fortunate co-incidence is now formalised in the sister-city 
nexus between our two cities but ours is, already, a relationship 
which is much deeper than that. And I have no doubt it is a 
relationship which will prove still more significant in the future. 
We have much in common. We are States within a Federal structure. 
Both our Governments are intent on securing greater stability of 
employment through decentralized, diversified industrial development 
and the promotion of tourism. We both face similar geographic and 
economic obstacles in doing so. We have both framed similar 
incentive policies to achieve our aim. 
The common ground we share offers very great scope for mutually 
beneficial cooperation. 
We have an opportunity for a truly creative partnership, one that 
will bring real benefits to our States and, in doing so, to 
Malaysia and Australia as a whole. 
We have already made a start. When I visited Penang last year -
and sampled the truly overwhelming kindliness and hospitality 
that seems to be the hallmark of Dr Lim's administration - we 
discussed a number of likely areas for industrial development on a 
joint participation basis. 
As a consequence of Dr Lim's visit this week, a number of these 
are now taking shape. We are still in the negotiating stage but I 
know of at least four proposals of substance involving South 
Australian firms and Penang. There will^ I am sure, be others. 
We are also drawing up legislation to facilitate this. This is 
just the kind of development we want. 
There is a tremendous opportunity for the marketing of South 
Australian goods in the Asian markets. But we cannot realistically 
- let alone morally - expect simply to go along to the developing 
countries, exhibit a catalogue, take an order, pocket the money 
and go away again. The countries of the area insist that they 
should participate and share in the benefits. They are quite right 
in doing so. 
Penang is ideally placed to serve a regional market and Dr Lim has 
been spectacularly successful in ensuring that the opportunity is 
seized. 
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We in South Australia with a significant industrial complex of our 
' own are ideally placed in a number of specific areas to work with, 
and in, Penang to supply that market. 
In doing so we further strengthen our own economy through 
diversification of markets and at the same time we make a positive 
contribution to the Malaysian and Penang economies by providing 
further employment opportunities there. 
It is an instance where the motives of the wallet and the desires 
of the heart complement each other. 
This is perhaps the most obvious and the most immediately beneficial 
area of cooperation but it's by no means the only one. 
And here I should add that Dr Lim is not only an immensely energetic 
man he's a very innovative one and he's come up with a whole list 
of new ones since he's been here. 
Another way in which I believe we could be of help to each other 
is in the provision of technical and technological expertise. This 
applies not only to the private sector - and I know that Dr Lim 
has had discussions on this during his visit - but in the public 
one as well. The State Government is looking at the possibilities 
of cooperating with the Penang authorities in the loaning of senior 
technical officers either on a secondment ba.sis or for specific 
projects. Another possible means of doing this would be for 
appropriate students from Penang in our tertiary institutions to 
get practical training in South Australian departments or 
instrumentalities. 
This could well involve the central Government of both our countries 
as well but I mention it tonight as an illustration of the ways in 
which we can further enrich the relationship between our two 
States and as evidence of the South Australian Government's very 
earnest hope that it will be developed to the fullest extent 
possible. 
A third area in which we can look forward to early results is that 
of cultural exchange and cooperation. Adelaide and George Town 
don't only have the Light family in common. They're both Festival 
cities and both Festivals play an important part in our tourism 
promotion. I hope that it can be arranged for South Australian 
performers to visit Penang to take part in the Festival there and 
I certainly want artists or performing companies from Penang to be 
part of the 1976 Adelaide Festival of Arts. 
I think we're off to a grand start and that we're justified in 
hoping for great things from our special relationship in the future -
in terms, of cold, hard dollars and cents and, more importantly 
in human relationships. 
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The South Australian Government will be doing all it can to help 
matters along and I know that Dr Lim's Government will do so"too. 
But we don't want to confine it to inter-governmental contacts 
or purely business ones. I hope that we work at many levels -
associations, clubs, sporting bodies, individuals - to create an 
intimate fabric of exchange and cooperation that broadens our 
understanding of each other and enriches our lives. 
We've been successful so far largely because of the enthusiasm, 
the drive and dedication of Dr Lim. He is an outstanding leader 
of his country and ambassador for it - a man of vision with the 
energy and will to make that vision a reality. He's also - as the 
officers who've been trying to keep up with him this week will 
exhaustedly confirm - apparently tireless. We are really delighted 
that he was able to make this return visit and to spare the time 
to see something of what we're seeking to achieve in South Australia 
Finally, as you know, one of my pet topics is tourism. And I'm not 
going to let this opportunity slip without putting in a quick plug 
for it. If you want to see what a well thoughtout, determinedly 
implemented program of tourist development can do, then go to Penang 
South Australians are made very welcome there and along the way 
you'll have the holiday of a lifetime and find that when the slogan 
about Penang being the "Pearl of the Orient" was coined it wasn't 
an exaggeration. 
Thank you. 
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